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I. INTRODUCTION
 
A nuclear pumped laser, operating at a wavelength of
 
1.79 pm. on the 3d(1/2)-4p(3/2) transition in argon with 3He
 
as the majority gas has been produced by Jalufka et. al. at
 
NASA-Langley Research center. A model, proposed by Harries
 
and Wilson, to explain the operation of this laser uses col­
lisional radiative recQMbination of Ar+ as the population 
mechanism of the 3d(11/2) state2 This model also proposes 
dissociative recombination of Ar 2 . as a population mechanism 
-fo the 4 p(3/ 21 state. 
Work done by Biondi et. al. at the University of Pitt­
sburgh- confirms that dfssociative recombination populates the 
4p level but indicates that dissociative recombination domin- -
ates over collisional radiative recombinati-on in pur'e argon
 
at low pressures. As the laser developed at NASA-Langley 
'operates in the high-pressure regime, calculations have been 
performed by DePaola et. al. (see Appendix 1) extrapolating
 
wieTi-known low-pressure results to the high-pressure regime.
 
From the results of these calculations there is some question 
.
in predicting laser' operation 'at 1.79 pm. in a 3 He-Ar plas.ma
 
The purpose of this study is ;the investigation of the 
2 
energy pathways in He-Ar gas mixtures at low pressure is acc­
ompl ished by observing the effects of varying partial pressures 
on the emissions of levels lying above the 4p level in argon
 
during a pulsed afterglow. An attempt was made to investigate
 
the population mechanisms of the 3d level in pu're argon by ob­
serving emission from the 3d(I/2)-4-p(3/2) transition in a high­
pressure plasma excited by a high-energy electron beam.
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II. THEORY
 
A nuclear pumped, 3He-Ar laser, excited by the
 
3He(n,p)3H reaction, was created by Jalufka et. al. in 1976.1
 
The laser operates at a wavelength of 1.79 pm. on the 3d(1/2)­
4p(3/2) transition in atomic argon. A model for the laser,
 
proposed by Harries and Wilson, assumes that the population
 
mechanism of the 3dC1/2) state is collisional radiative recom­
bination of*Ar+ and that dissociative recombination of Ar:
 
2
 
populates the 4 pC3/ 2 ) state.
A flow diagram, illustrating the energy pathvays 
proposed, is shown in figure 1. The greater part of the fis­
converted to a molecular helium metastable, He2 (2 Z). Agon
 
sion energyproduces helium ions, Her, and excited helium 
atoms in a netastable state, He(2 3S). Some of the He(2 3 S) is 
.3 
ions are created from bath atomic and molecular helium meta­
stables by Penning ionization. The helium ions are.conVert­
ed to molecular helium ions, He:, which also serve to ionize
 
the argon by charge transfer collisions. The-ionic argon
 
may recombine by collisional radiative recombination or be
 
to Ar, The products of collisional radiative re­
combination cascade through excited states and may produce a
 
population inversion between the 3d(1/2) and 4p(3/2) states.
 
Molecular argon ions undergo dissociative recombination which
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Figure 1. 	Flow Diagram of Processes Importantto the 3He-Ar
 
Laser.
 
Dissociative recombination is assumed to populate
 
the lower 	 laser level. 
HeHe  + 
L 
He+e- He­
+e - Ar - _ . . 
1.79 Jim aserI 
S1.79 p~m Laser 
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is presumed to populate the 4p(3/2) state thus becoming a s­
ource of population for the. lower laser level. 
The assumption that dissociative recombination popu­
lates the lower laser level is supported by the work of Biondi 
ans Shiu which shows that the 4p states are the most strongly 
3populated. Experiments performed by Frommhold and Biondi,
 
in1969, indicate that dissociative recombination dominates
 
over collisional radiative recombination in pure argon at-low
 
4 pressure.
 
Calculations performed 	by DePaola et. al. (see Appen­
dix 11 provide a characterization of high-pressure 3 He-Ar 
pl.asmas based on extrapolation of the knowledge of similar
 
low-pressure plasmas? 	 Results of these calculations for a
 
3He-Ar plasma at a total pressure of 2 atmospheres with a 1%
 
concentration of argon and a thermal neutron flux of 1018 neu­
-trons-cr-2-sec-1 are quoted here:.
 
.Gas Temperature 	 To=300 K
 
Te=5 36 K
Electron Temperatu-re 

N =2.'0X10 14 cm-3
 Electron Dehsity 

a-­
63c­
~ ~ + Dest-n~ ='5Ar- ~ Ar- Density {Ar2}=7.57X10 cH 3 
+ 	 + -143 
A4 Density {Ar4}=I.08XI0 1 4 cm -
Collilsional radiative rate coefficients for the minority gases
 
in various helium-dominated gas, mixtures have been calcuated
 
by Whitten et. al.5 For a He-Ar mixture at 2 atmospheres
 
total pressure the rate- coefficient is:
 
9
aCRR=2.55X10- CH 3-sec-1
 
rate coefficient for dissociative recombination of Ar+
and the 

is:
 
cc-=9. 1X10 7 (T./T ,6 1 	 M3 sec -1 OPIGINAL PAGE IsS-.e. 	 cm OF POOR QUALITY 
7 
The assumption may be made that all of the products of coll­
isional radiative recombination pass through the 3d level and 
are distributed according to the densities-Qf the individualist­
&]tes'within'the level, The same assumption is made with res­
pect to the products of dissociative recombination cascading 
through the 4p level. The rates of poulation of the two 
states are thus: 
d{Ar(3d(1/2))}/dt=2/2OXcCRRAr+)}le 
-1
 
=4.02X10 18 cm-3_sec 
d {r(.4p(3/2) )}Idt=4/12XcDfAr+}Ne 
=4.78XI021 cm-3_sec
- 1
 
The rate of population of the lower laser level is thus seen
 
to be th.ree ordersi Qf magnitude greater than that of the upper
 
laser leyel and laser action is not predicted in this model.
 
The characteristics of an existing 3He-Ar laser may
 
be used to predict the value of the collisional radiative re­
combination rate coefficient necessary to produce lasing.. A
 
laser described.-by DeYoung et. al. operates at 2 atmospheres
 
6
totalipressure..with a 1% argon concentration. - The peak power
 
output of the laser is 3.4 Watts for a thermal neutron flux
 
-of 10 -2_neutrons-cm -sec -1- . The efficiency of the.l&ser 
is reported to be 0.09%. The power deposited in a laser of 
this type is: 
421 24¢{ 3 HeE FV
 
2
where a=5X10 2 1 cm is the fission cross-section of 3He, 4 
is the thermaltneutron flux, EF=O.79 Mev is the energy re­
leased per fission event and V is the active volume. The 
8 
power output is given by:
 
=Ea0{ 3He}EFV
 
where e is the efficiency of the laser. Thus the active vol­
ume is given by:
 
Y=vlo /sCo{ 3 He}E F
 
3
 
=1.162 cm
 
19
 
The peak power o~tput of 3.4 Watts corresponds to 3.06X10
 
photons-sec- I at 1.79 pm. As the.3He-Ar laser is a steady­
state laser the ;source term for the population of the 3d(1/2)
 
state must be equal to the loss term. Using the model of
 
Harries and Wilson this requirement becomes:
 
+ 19 
1 9
 QCRRN6 {Ar + }V=3.06XIO
or: 
aCRR=3.0 6XlO9/Ne{Ar+V 
Th.e computer program used by DePaola et. al. was nodified 
slightly Esee Appendix 2) to calculate the electron and ion 
densities of a 3He-Ar pl.asm at 2 atmospheres with a thermal 
0 7 ­neutron o Ifutoneutrons-cm -sec 1 The results are:
 
13- -3Elec.tron Density =5.53XI0. -cm
 
e
 
-3
cm
Ar+ Density {Ar+}=L 81X1O 
13 

And the required collisional. radiative rate coefficient is:
 
-8
CR=2.'63X10
 
a full order of magnitude greater than that calculated by
 
Whitten et. al.5
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III, EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES AND EQUIPMENT
 
The gas mixtures of interest in this study were excit­
ed by a pulsed electrical discharge. Pulse duration was 4.5
 
±.05 psec with a peak current of 40±5 amps (see figure 7).
 
Electrode spacing was 7.5 cm in a glass discharge tube with
 
quartz windows. The discharge tube was 2.5 cm in diameter and
 
I m long
 
Figure 2 shows a block diagram of the vacuum and gas­
handling system. The pumping system consists of a 4-inch oil
 
diffusion puma with a liquid nitrogen cold trap and auxiliary
 
roughing pump. The diffusion pump was capable of bringing the
 
entire gas-handling system.to a pressure of 10 Torr and the 
discharge tube was brought to a pressure of 10- Torr or 
better prior to each gas fill. 
The gas inlet system consisted of reservoirs of re­
search grade helium and argon with controlled-flow valves con­
nected to the remainder of the system through a length of 1/4­
inch copper tubing. Gas pressure was monitored by an absolute
 
Disca T 
Mass 
_- ) Spectrometer-
Pulser 
Gas Vacuum-Handling s~e 
System Sse 
Figure 2- Block Dliagram of Vacuum and Gas-Handling System. 
pressure gauge calibrated from 0.1 to 20 Torr in 0.1 Torr gra­
dations and a differential gauge calibrated'from 0 to 800
 
Torr in 10 Torr gradations attached to the gas inlet system.
 
Under vacuum cond-itions pressure could be monitored by the
 
mass spectrometer or by an ionization guage (Varian model 5-63)
 
4
calibrated from 10- to 10- 8 and attached to the gas chamber.
 
Preparation of Gas Mixtures
 
In preparing the gas mixtures to be studied the en­
tire system was first flushed with the minority gas to re­
duce impurity levels. The minority gas was used in flushing
 
as insurance against possible incomplete pumping due to the 
low conductance of the 1/4-inch tubing used in the gas inlet 
system. Following this the discharge tube was overpressured 
with the- desired gas mixture and subsequently pumped to 10 
Tort. Befbre each r~n the discharge tube was isolated from' 
the vacuum-and'gaszhandli.ng system.
 
Data Aquisition System
 
The data aquisition system is shown schematically in
 
figure 3-, Data was accumulated by a photomultiplier tube (RCA
 
.model 7625) attached to a 0.5-meter Ebert scanning spectrome­
.ter.(darrel-Ash model 82-000). The 'spectrometer was calibrat­
ed to within 5 angstroms with a mercury arc lamp and location
 
of individual lines was veri fied by maximizing the signal
 
12 
DischaraP Ti bj Spectrometer 
Pulser PT I
 
Discrimini-

Sampling/
 
Photon
Controli 
 Counter
Unit 

.Figure .3. Block Di.agram of,.Data Aquisition System.
 
The signal from the PM4T was routed through a pho­
-ton DiscriminatorlAmplifier before going to the
 
photon counter.
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from the photomultiplier as viewed bn an oscilloscope. The
 
photomultiplier signal was then routed to a photon discrimin­
ator/amplifier. (Mech-Tronics model 511) to a photon counting
 
systen.
 
The photon counting system consisted of a photon coun­
ter (Ortec model 9315) with a sampling/control unit (Ortec
 
model 9320). The photon counting system was operated in a 30­
step boxcar mode allowing counting to take place during a pre­
selected time period at 30 different temporal positions in
 
the active discharge and afterglow7 (see figure 4 ). A pre­
trigger was supplied to the sampling/control unit by the dis­
charge power supply trigger 1 msec before the initiation of
 
the current pulse. A variable delay line in the sampling/­
control unit served to initiate counting approximately 20
 
psec in advance of the current pulse for each cycle. During 
step.1 the photon counter is enabled by a 40 psec gate sig­
nal supplied by the sampling/control unit. This is repeat­
ed-forPeach trigger pulse received by the sampling/control 
unit for the duration of an-integration- Interval of 5000.:crr­
ent-pulses. At the end of the integration interval the data 
accumulated by the photon c6unter is transferred to.a buffer 
where it is available for recording. The del.ay to the gate 
signal is then incremented by twice the selected gate width 
and step 2 begins. Operation during step 2 is identical to ­
that of step 1 except that counting begins at a later time 
in the discharge/afterglow. A gate width of 40 psec gave 
samples as far as 2.4 msec into the afterglow. An integ­
ration interval of 200 sec yielded over 5000 current pulses 
14 
YRESPO. S 
RATEA 
I
-rep.W-t 
°
A-e..-' 
rigure 4 Schematic of Timing for.the Pho;ton Counting-System. 
The gate sighal in step I beyan 20sec before the 
current pulse.
 
P 
15 
-25 sec from a pulse rate of 
-1 
Calibration of the Optical System 
The spectral response of the spectrometer and photo­
multiplier tube was calibrated with a tungsten filament lamp
 
(ITT model T-10) placed behind the discharge tube. The temp­
erature of the filament was 1500 K. The spectrum of the lamp,
 
corrected for the self-absorption of the filament, is showm
 
in figure 5 and the spectral response of the opti-cal system 
is shown in figure 6. The response curve shows the signal
 
from the photomultiplier tube, as a function of wavelenth,
 
relative to the response at 3600 angstroms.
 
Electron Beam System
 
The system used for high-pressure measurements is
 
shown schematically in figure 7. It consists of an electron
 
beam machine supplied-by .Maxwell Research Co. attached to a
 
stainless steel plasma cell 28-5 inches long and 12 inches.in
 
diame'ter. Two- CaF 2 iindows, 2. inches in diameter, were att­
ached to the cell at it midpoint. The electron beam deliver­
ed approximately 7_5 amps-cm -2 at 60 Hd in 900 nsec pulses. 
The gas-handling system .and preparation procedures were sim­
ilar to those described above with the exception of the to­
tal pressures. A pressure of 300 Torr was used for the elec­
tron beam measurements. Data was accumulated by a liquid-ni-t­
rogen-cooled InAs infrared detector (Barnes Engineering model
 
0211) attached to the same spectrometer described above. The
 
spectrometer was equipped with an infrared grating (Jarrel­
16 
Figure 5 Spectral Response of Calibration Lamp.
 
Blackbody curve of a tungsten filament at 1500
 
corrected for self-absorption. Intensity is
 
arbitrary units.
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Figure 6 Spectral Response of the Optical System.
 
Response relative to the response at 3600 angst­
roms is shown.
 
SPECTRAL RESPONSE OF OPTICAL SYSTEM
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-10'WAVELENGTH ,A) 
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Oscllac pe, 
Electron Beam 
Machine 
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adSpectron ete \'If Pl asma
 Cell'I-:1 
Gas VacuuIm. 
-Handl ing System 
System 
Figure 7 Block Diagram Showing H15igh-Pressure Apparatus. 
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Ash #1347D8A9). The signal from the detector was amplified
 
by a 60-db gain low-noise preamplifier (Ortec model 7506) and
 
viewed directly on an oscilloscope (Tektronix model 466) in
 
storage mode.
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
 
The results of this study are presented in three sec­
tions. First, the intensities of observed emission lines are
 
presented. A quantitative discussion of the results is pre­
sen-ted in the second section. This is followed by a summary
 
of the conclusions drawn from this work.
 
Intensities of Some emission Lines in Argon
 
Emissions of lines emanating from the 7s,6p,6s,5d,5p, 
4d and 4p levels in argon were monitored during the active dis­
charge and afterglow in three different gas mixtures. The.gas 
mixtures studied were pure argon,. 99% heli-um with 1% argon and 
-.a 50-50 mixture of helium and a-gon. Plots of photons acc­
umulated vs. time are shown for several. representative lines
 
in figures 8 - 10 The relative intensities of each of the
 
lines are tabulated in tables 1-3. Relative intensities are
 
.reported for the active discharge and 5 times during the after­
gldw. Transitions chosen for analysis are the 4p'(l12)­
4s.'(112) transition at 7503 angstroms and the 5p'(l/2)­
-4s(1/2) transition at 4259 angstoms. The 7503 angstrom line
 
iias chosen because the 4p' level lies well below the ground
 
state of Ar and is one of the levels of interest in the 3He-

Ar laser. The 4259 angstrom line was chosen because the 5ps
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Figure 8. 	Plot of Intensity Versus Time at 7503 Angstroms.
 
Uncertainty is±c.14XIntensity)
1/2
 
Symbols are: 	 +-pure argon
 
x-l% argon
 
*-50% argon
 
The current pulse occurs at 20 vsec.
 
INTENSITY VS. TIME FOR 7503 ANGSTROMS
 
I---I 
Sa. a1.a 1.45 1.4 
TIME (IS), 
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Figure 9. 	Plot of Intensity Versus Time for 5888 Angstroms.
 
Uncertainty is±O.14X(Intensity)l( 2
 
Symbols are: +-pure argon
 
X-l% argon
 
*-50% arg6n
 
The current pulse occurs at 20 vsec.
 
INTENSITY VSo TIM°E FOR 5388 ANOSTROMS
 
.o 
1c 
ToE(:s 
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Figure 10. Plot of Intensity Versus Time for 4259 Angstroms.
 
2
 
Uncertainty is±O.14X(Intensity)l/

Symbols are: +-pure argon
 
X-I% argon
 
*-5% argon
 
The current pulse occurs at 20 psec.
 
INTENSITY ,VS, TIME AT 4259 ANGSTROMS
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Time after tricjqer (isec)
 
Uavelength 0 80 160 240 320 400
 
(angstroms)
 
83147 71844 58626 2739 6268
7503 2391 

7030 12352 28019 13232 3709 432
 
6937 3712 15929 6003 2386 761 18
 
5888 4431 5710 2386 662 123
 
97 17
£650 449 3869 761 	 395 

365 72
0259 1382 2348 188' 

3649 698 93 11 3
 
Table 1. 	Relative Intensities in Pure Argon.
 
Trigger occurs 20 psec before current pulse.
 
3C
 
Time after tri,er (psec)
 
Navelength 0 80 160 240 320 400
 
(angstroms) 
7503 12885 174545 15743 584 81 37
 
7030 42236 35455 2143 129 25 14 
6937 6612 22857 1688 128 29 21 
5888 10590 5570 333 49 30 22 
5650 9156 3308 18 19 8 3 
4250 1158 4887 321 17 4 2
 
3649 1630 100 10 3 2 1
 
Table 2. Relative Intensities in 99% Helium With 1% Argon.
 
vsec before current pulse.
Trigger occurs 20 
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Time after tri Lqer (Iisec) 
Wavelength 0 80 160 240 320 400 
(angstroms) 
7503 17588 367639 308431 158741 27582 3535 
7030 6719 120476 41412 4429 264 33
 
6937 10184 63237 4362 415 60 55
 
5888 6285 1057 241 86 35 18
 
5-650 9537 1397 397 64 16 7
 
4259 982 10672 3713 574 61 10
 
3649 220 142 41 12 5 1
 
Table 3. 	Relative Intensities in 50% Helium with 50% Argon.
 
Trigger occurs 20 psec before current pulse.
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level lies near the 3d level. 
The evolution of the chosen' transitions may be examined 
through the ratios of their emissions. The ratio of emission
 
at 4259 angstroms to that at 7503 angstroms in pure argon falls 
off. from 0.059 duringthe discharge to 0.028 50 psec after the 
discharge andO.006 130 jisec after the discharge. A similar 
situation is encountered in the 1% and 50% mixtures. This is
 
to be expected.
 
As the partial pressures of the gas mixtures are al­
tered a marked effect is observed, The ratio of emission at
 
4259 angstroms to that at 7503 angstroms rises from 0.059 in
 
pure argon to 0.090 in helim with 1% argon then falls off to
 
0.056 in the 50% mixture, during the'active-discharge. Early
 
in the afterglow the ratio remains nearly constant as the par­
ial pressures change but by 130 psec into the afterglow the 
behavior is similar to that of the active discharge.
 
The high-pressure experiment yielded indeterminant re­
sults. Infrared radiation from an electron beam-generated
 
plasma of pure argon at'300 Torr was s.canned over the range of 
1.5 pm to 1.84 pm. No signal was observed above the radio­
frequency noise generated by the electron beam machine in-. 
dicating that the sensitivity of the IR detection apparatus 
was insufficient. 
Discussion
 
The plasma is assumed to be in a quasi-steady state,
 
thus the intensity of emission from a given state, as expressed
 
in number of photons is equal to the rate of population of
 
33 
that state. In the model of Harries and Nilson dissociative
 
recombination is assumed to be a population mechanism for the
 
4p level but not for the 5p level 2 Collisional radiative re­
combination is assumed to be a population mechanism for both
 
levels. 
The collisional radiative recombination rate coeff­
icient is typically expressed as the sum of a neutral part and
 
an electronic part. In the low-pressure regime it may be ass­
umed that the total rate coeffiecient is approximately equal
 
to the electronic partt The collisional radiative rate coeff­
icient is expressed as:
 
aCRRaACRRNeTe 
­
where ACR R is a constant and x is unknown. The dissociative 
recombination rate coefficient is 
D=AD~-.61 
61
ADT 

Thus the ratio, R, of emission at 4259 angstroms to that at
 
7503 angstroms may be expressed as:
 
R= A Ar +T AxNe A 
The quasi-steady state assumption imposes the requirement-that:
 
d{e}Ar}{Ar + } ° e frj~ + A T- 61 NeAr2+=0 
where k{He}{Ar}{Ar+ is the rate of formation of Ar2 . Or: 
{Ar~ltk{He}{Ar}f{ r2 
6 1 NeATe-. 
Thus:
 
R= ACRRT -xNe2 {Ar + }
 
ACRRT eXN e 2 {Ar+}+k{le}{Ar}{Ar + } 
34 
2
 l+kfHe){A}/ACRRT-XNe
 
-x 12
 
R=ACRRTe e
 
k{He} Ar)
 
In this expression k,-.PCRR' {He) andj {Ar) are constant with
 
respect to time.- Thus the ratio of the rati-os at two differ­
ent times during the afterglow may be written:
 
-x
RI/R 2 =ONel/Ne2) 2 (Tel/Te2) 
and:
 
_x=l n (RI/,2)(Pe2/"el )}/in(Tel/Te 2 ) 
The time evolution of -electron density and electron temperaL­
u-re in a plasma under conditions similar to those in this study 
were measured by 1-lonchicourt et. al. 8 Their results are shown 
in table 4 along with the other data pertinent to this dis­
cussion. The calculated values of -x are found to be 4.05 for 
pure argon, 0.255 for 1% argon and 6.43 for 50% argon. 
Conclusions
 
Results of the high-pressure observations are incon­
clusive, -indicating a need for further work in this area. The 
electron temperature dependences calculated from the results 
of the low-pressure observations, on the basis of the model of 
Harries and Wilson, are incompatible with generally accepted
 
vaTues. The model of.Harries and Wilson and the results of
 
thi-s study are seen to be inconsistent with each other.
 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
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-Time after discharge 50 Psec 130 psec 
R in pure argon 0.028 0.014 
R in 99% He with 1% Ar 0028 0.020 
R in 50% He with 50% Ar 0.030 0.012 
El-ectron Temperature 8 
'Eectron density 
780 K 
9.OXlO11 cm -3 
710 K 
7.7X1911 cm -3 
Table 4. Parameters Used in Calculation of Temperature De­
pendence of Collisional Radiative Recombination
 
Rate Coefficient.
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APPENDIX I 
ESTIMATIONS OF ELECTRON DEISITIES AND TEMPERATURES
 
IN 3HE-DOMINIATED PLASNAS
 
by 
B. D. DePaola, S. D. Marcum, H. K. Wrench, B. L. lhitten
 
and W. E. Wells
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,ESThn.II;tS OF ELECTRO: D.STIES 0 D TEVEATLS 
IN 3 e-DONIiN'AT0 PLArSAS 
by 
0. 	 D.De Paola. S. D. Marcum, r-. Y. :rench R. Uhitwn 
- and Nt. . Mells 
INTROBUCTION
 
It is well recognized that in order to make efficient use of the large
 
,energies derived from a fission reactor with a Nuclear Pumped Laser (9:L), a 
medium that will lase at high pressure must be e5ployed. This is only one 
of the many features of future NPL's that will make them markedly different 
from comr.on lasers 	of today., Iith this in mind we have made an attept to 
characterize a high-pressure-, He-dcminate NPL plasma, based on what is koo.1
 
of similar low pressure plasmas.
 
iany processes important to ?PL's are strongly depeneent upon electron 
tewperature and/or 	electron density. Also, due to the nature of nuclear 
pumping, performing 	dglaaostics on N;PL plasmies is a very difficult, expens;ve 
and hazardous task.- These facts provide the impetus for performin, the calcu­
lations described here. These calculations are straightforajard extrapolaticms 
of Icw pressure results into the high pressure regire. Several of the tncer­
tainties inherent in this approach are also discussed. 
THE PURE' 3 He PLAS"- -" 
Taking helim as thesoe species in the -?lasr-ea tie following rezctons. 
Were considered:­
1) S c; n 3 
Equation I dascri ei the production of e -heae a is the fission cross-secttn 
for 3He, I is the thermal neutron flux (assumedto be 1018 -2 -1) n3.. Is 
the density of 3He, ef is the energy released per fission of 3He and ,.is the 
ORIGINAL PAGE 
OF POOR QUIr. 
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energy invested per electron-ion pair produced 41n-e=.
 
2) Sx = SA55.
 
This equation accounts for production of He23s) r-astables which
 
+proceeds at rouhy twice the rate of He production. 
+3) He + 2e - e + He. 
+ 	 2 
-This process varies as 72e (average of3-body conversion to 
several measurements).
 
4) He(23S) + He(Z3S) -- Re4 e ±e.
 
Metastable-metastable ionization which has the rate coefficient
 
9 -1
S1.x lO cm-sec . 
5) He(235) + 2He -5 He2("3z) + He.
 
an 
he 
6) H'e2 + e -- X CRR. 
3-body conversion of retastahles vhich scales 
This represents collisional-radiative recombination ;:hich includes a 
very large number oF possible processes.
 
7) e(23 S)+ e --I He + e.
 
The last process considered is superelastic relaxation. The rate for this 
reaction is temperature dependent (Ta/2) and was derived from a detailed 
balancing calculation based on the foroard process. (Reactions involving the 
helium singlet wrtastable were not considered because being only 8eo avay 
from the (23S) szate it is very, quickly converted to the triplet r-etastable). 
Using the above processes the following rate equations were developd: 
-"-_ i 1 1 2 [. 78 Pe LRfl_e2( s) ­
WHre:the- firsC source-zerm, is due to ionization-v high enrgy electrons 
produ'ced by" t Tission" prhducts of- fle; the-second is due to retastahle-9.atasthble 
ionization. The less term is due to-3-body conversion. For HE2 we have
 
+Q+
 
[HE  
dt =. ?He a-[ ne V;e2 e , 

a Z 4.5 x 0-C(TeC [4'S 5 x 0-2 7 (T IT )-l. ; Te, T , ne. no 
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are electron and gas temperatures and the electron and neutral eNiLie;, 
resp.ct ely. The source term is due to 3-body conversion ,-'-ereas the loss is 
due to collisionel-radiative recobinatict Note the electron temperature and 
density dependencies. For helium metastbles the rate equation is
 
df]e(2 5) Sx + .7 a [H1['e(-S)] n - .6 [e(2 3)] 
dt x-2 e S H2 T2S]n 6P [02A 
T1/2  
where y = 7 x 10-l1 The source tems here are due to excitation by
e 
high energy electrons produced by the fission products of 3 Fe and collisional­
radiative recombination of He+ Losses are due to F-etastable-,etastable ionization, 
superelastic relaxation and 3-body conversion of r.etastables, respectively. For 
electron density we have
 
d n
 
=" 
e S + 1/2 1 fHe(2 3 5)j 2 - [He9 n 
-

.Here, of course, we have the sarre source terns as with ge; the loss is assu :ed 
to be due to collisional-radiative recomlination. Also-considered was the 
following energy balance equation: 
-
1/2 nkT! = S Ase-e + 1/2 1 [He(23 Ve Y p [De2 3S)] A& e-ee-e ­dt 
''(312 k) (T - To ve
e 
e 0 20 
The source terms are due to ionization by high evergy electrons produced by the 
3Ee fission products, netastabie-metastab', ionization and su~erejastic 
relaxation A A zee. and A 0' .aedefined as te energies transf-rred 
to the 'ax.wellian part of thelectron energy distribution by a non-maxwellian 
electron at iO, i5 and 20 eV respectively. The loss tern is due to electron*. 
neutral collisions with ve0 being the electron-neutral collision frequency. 
We have an electron energy distribui.n like that of FiSurz 1. lHig 
energy electrons produced in REGION III by the 3He fission preocts cascade 
down in energy toard a primarily raxwllian i-egion of toe distributio. (REGION I). 
40 
Beyond the first excitation patential of Ee, inelst, collisions dominIte, At 
and below the first excitation potential of helium production of Ie++ and H2 5) 
occurs. Wells at. al. have shown that the enargy trans'ferred to the eaxellien 
part of the electron energy distribution by a non-ra .llian electron is a function 
of electron density and pressure (figure ?). All values of L t used in this 
calculation were extrapolated from the iork of Uells. 
Using the above rate equations in steady-state forn ;,acalculated electron 
temperature and density as a function of pressure from 10O to 2300 tort. 11ith 
these temperatures and densitites we were also able to calculate the densities 
+3 
6f He , re2 and the density of the Re(ZS] metastable, all as functions of 
.pressure. However, pure helum is not expected to make a very Sood lasing redium, 
so we next considered a mixture of helium and arson- Results for the pure 
helium plasma will be shown later in comparison to those for the helium-argon 
mixture. 
THE Ra-Ar (1 ArJ PLASA 
Upon addirg 1%arson to the plasma, all reactions considered earlier with 
helium alone are still operative. ho,ever, several otter reactions with argon 
must no be taken into account. InFigure 3, equations 1-7 are for a gure 
helium plasma. Equations 8-15 include possible He-Ar reections as'well as Ar-Ar 
reactions. Eq- R - chargF exchansw uith +; 9 .-charse exch.nse with Hez; 10­
3-body charqe- exohanse; 11 - Pennirc ionization of argon;" 12'- dissoc-jative 
recopbintion; ;,T3 - 3 body- conversion; V! - collisional-radiative recembination; 
and 15 - associative ionization to Ar- In the case of col isional-radiative 
recombination we assumed this reaction to be identical to collisional-radiative 
recowbination of Re. 
The rate equations listed earlier must now be Modified to include these 
reactions. Ficure 4 lists the updated set of rate equations; additions to the 
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rate eqsations for the pure hwlit., plassa are t:nd-rlir.e!. For examPle, he4
 
can no.; be lost througi charce exchange u th Ar. e a so he lost trough
 
can Isbelsthog
u2 
charge ekc-ange as uell as 3-body conversion, etc. owever, considering steady 
state conditions, those equations can be solved for electron teperature and 
density as functions of pressure, as well as th densities of all other species 
in the plasma.
 
RESULTS
 
Figure 5 is a plot that compares electron tenpErat'ure uith and .rithout argon. 
Both are plotted against pressure from 300 to 230 tort. Note that the electron 
tet.perature is over IO00K at iow pressures, but tends toward room, tenp2rature at 
'higher pressures. This is irortant because of the dependence of the varous 
coefficients on electron teerature. Also note that the addition of 1, Ar to 
the plasma does not siSnificantly affect the electron te-perature. 
Figure 6 coarares electron densities with and without argon. Here the 
variation in electron denisty with pressure is not so great as was the tezperature 
change, but again note the dependence of the rate coefficients on electron density. 
Figure 7 is a plot of He+ density and 1% Ar- Upon addingversus pressure with oW: 
argon to the plasma the He+ density is lowver at all pr'essures. This is reasonable 
considering that nharge exchange bet;een W + and Ar can now occur- Similarly," 
Figure 8 shows r7 density with and without argon plotted against pressure- The 
-large decrease in E concentration at all pressures is due to 2- and 3-body 
charge exchange with argSon- Figure 9 plots the helium cetastable (FeC23 5)) density 
versus pressure ITso Iith and rithout argon_" The decrease ih the helimn sate­
stable density with r"; Ar at all pressures is due to Penning ionization of argon-
Also, densities of Ar+, AQ - and Ar tere calculated as functions of pressure and 
are skown in Figure 10. The argon excited state density represents an accumulation 
of all argon excited states that exist between the ioniiation limits of the atomic 
42 
ind molecular ions into a single state. This -was d-ne so .hat associative 
ionization of argon could be considered.
 
CONCLUSIOIS
 
The above results are reasonable based on ext-rolation of the knowledge 
of Ion-pressure FHe-dominated plasmas. Ecwvver: 
1. What is the collisional-radiative recombination rate coefficient at 
high pressures? We have employed a low presssure ceafficient in our calculations 
that may or may not be valid at higher pressures­
2. We have assum-ed that recombination of Ar is in the collisional 
radiative form, which seems reasonable, but we've assused collisional radiative 
recombination of argon to bq identical to that of heli-. This later assumption 
may well be a dubious one­
. 3. What other processes are important at higher pressures that w.e could 
not consider? it is possible that He - and/o r achieve large densities 
at higher pressures such that they become irportant species in the plasmias. These 
could not be considered in our analysis. 
These are examples of the questions that this type of calculation raises. 
Mhile it is true that there are more sophisticated rethods of calculating electrn 
temperatures and densities, given the uncertainties in cross sections and other 
data we feel tha: the aporoach outlined here is !fticient for the present. 
This research was sponsored in part by the Bational Aeronauti:s and Space 
Administration. 
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REPCTIO:Is CQISIfDEPS.3 
Q~e]£~ Te4 source) 
3S) source)2. S = 5 - e(HC2
3 e+ +- .1 +2i ---
-
= 1.8 x 10-9 cm3-sec 4. 	 He(2 S) + Hal2s) - He + He +. 

me .6P2
5. He(Zt) + ZHe - He (-E2 	 e
 
6. 2 +e 4--4+ X CPR 
7. .e(23 S) e - A 4. aee 	 7 x 1o 1 2-1 
-8- H,+ Ar - - 4e 	 c 2R 4Ar9O Pei+4 +Ar+14e-Ar 2* . x~I 70 c3-2 
y, -42x cm-6sec2a2 
12. Ar:++ a A- + Ar 	 6=9.1 x 107 (300/Te). 61 p 
13. Ar 4 + Ar + lie A4++ He 	 - 376Per 
14. Ar4 +e+X Z CRR 
-9 3 ­15.- Ar + Ar-----4 Arz 	 2 x 1O ca -sec ' 
Figure 3: Reactions Considered in this St-v. 
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RATE EQUATt19'6 
det = S+ 1/2 0 [He(2 3 S)] - 78 P [] - > 
+ + 
2
d[e +- ] ne -iF(2 S) - -Y [E(2 S)l ne[PHa 2 [He(235)] 
-P[r-3 4[Arle]
 
dE~fn i 3s + 3
 
nate - [2eS] . ) - [Fe - [S2Are 
r nAr3 E21 [+42S) 
S a - BL[e2 - [Ar]42)] 
- 9 [ Ar 
- a[Ar ne + 2 x 1 [Art ] 
=a<v [Pe+3 Ar] a, EF11] [Ar) yj D.[I r.] [Pe-] + 03 [He',2)][Ar) 
-
3 76 Pe PAy[A7- [Ar-n 
dA =2 x 10-9 fAr)j [Ar] + 376 P Pr [Ar 4 mP.432-a 
dt .r He n
 
cl[Ar~1=a-2x[r]-[rjan
 
cit a[Ar4 ] n e -2x10-9 RPr*] ,r ,rjcr
 
;here: 
s = S. 
=x 5/.55--
I C-4-5 x 0 T " -4±5 5 x &-27(reJT)-lIno 
=43 z 10-0 3'10- =e
 
=
& x =24.2 1.2 
i0 . 7 "2.2 x Io = 91 x (Te/To) - 61 
2 4I0Y= 2-4 x 
Fiqure 4: Rate Equations Employed in this SudyQ. 
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Figure 5: Plot of Electron Temperature ver;as Pressure. 
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APPENDIX II
 
Program to Calculate Electron 
Densities and Temperatures
 
53 
C THIS PROGRAM S 6 LVES A SYSTEM OF NONLINEAR EQUATIONS BY
 
C SUCCESSIVE ITERATIONS. A SYSTEN OF SEVEN SIMULTANEOUS
 
C EQUATIONS HAS BEE.N REDUCED ANALYTICALLY TO w:O NONLINEAR,
 
C SIZIULTANEOUS EQUATIONS IN ELECTRON DENSITY AND ELECTRON
 
C TEMPERATURE. IN EACH ITERATION STEP THE SSP SUBROUTINE
 
C RTMI, SUPPLIED BY IBMl IS USED TO SOLVE A NONLINEAR EQUATIOtI.
 
C THE SUBROUTINE RTMI SOLVES FOR A ROOT OF AN EXTERNAL FUNCTION
 
C SET 	EQUAL TO ZERO.
 
COMMON DE(3),XNEO,TEOXAB(3),PH ,PA,P,VSIG13,FL,%,FF,SIGI,RI1 ,B2,OA
 
-N,SIG4
.REAL YZ(610,9)
 
EXTERNAL FCT
 
EXTERNAL FCN
 
C FORMAT PRINTED OUTPUT
 
500 FORMAT(- -,3X,'P(HE)=',E14.7,3x,'PCAR)-',EI4.7,3x,'P(TOTAL)=-E14.
 
-7)
 
550 FORMAT METASTABLE DENSITY 14.7)
' 	 , 
570 FORMAT ( ELECTRON DENSITY = -, E14.7)
 
590 FORMAT(' ','ELECTRON TEMPERATURE=',E14.7)
 
610 FORMAT(' AR2=',E14 7)
 
611 FORMAT(' AR-'.E14.7)
 
612 FORMAT(' RECOMBINATION=',E14.7)
 
613 FORMAT(' 1E2=',E14.7)
 
614 FORMAT(' HE=',E14.7)
 
620 FORMAT(' - "*** NO CONVERGENCE *****)
 
640 FORMAT(' -,' GARBAGE GARBAGE GARBAGE GARBAGE')­
670 FORMAT('I')
 
680 FORMAT ('0")
 
C DEFINE PARAMETERS AND INITIALIZE VARIABLES
 
-.N2=1 
N=2 
XNEO=I .0E2­
TEO=305.
 
PH=1504.8
 
Y=.Oi -

PA=X*PH
 
P=PA±PR" 
PA -PA 
PI=F 
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V=6.0E4
 
SSIC13=5.0E-21
 
FLX=I .E17
 
FF=2.3E4
 
SIGI-E-17
 
Bl =1 .8E-9 
B2=2.2E-10
 
CAlI=2.4E-29
 
SIG4=7.OE-16
 
C THE FOLLOWING SOLVES AN ENERGY PARTITION EQUATION FOR THE 
C ENERGY TRANSFERRED TO THE NEAP-MAXTIELLIAN PART OF A NON-
C HAXUELLIAN ELECTRON ENERGY DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION 
200 AA-6.93E-5*XNEO
 
P=PI1+PA 
54 
=I .34E-Il 355EI9*P 
CC=2.36E-I1*3.55E19"P
 
A!AA=SQRT(AA/BB)
 
YK = (AA/CC)**(l./3.)
 
ASC =AAA*(ATAN(3/AAA)-ATAN(li29E-4*TEOiAAA))
 
ABB3=.67(XK*:2)*((.5*ALOG(I -3*XK-*1.73/(C(XK+1.73)*#2))))+(I.73*ATA
 
N = 0 
230 DO 295 N=10,20,5 
N =O
 
bi >NN+1
 
IF(1-(3*XK*SQRT(FLOAT(N))/(XK+SQRT(FLOAT(N))**2)))290,290,285
 
285 XAB(NN)=.67*(XK**2)*(.5*ALOG(I-(3*XK*SQRT(FLOAT(N))/(XKli+SQRT(FLOAT
 
T(N))**2)))+(I.73*ATAN(((2*rSQRT(FLOATCN)))-xK)/ (XK*1 .73))))
 
DE(1{)=ABC+XAB( NN)-ABB
 
IFLAG'0
 
GO TO 295
 
290 	fl='1+1 
DE(24)=ABC 
IFLAG=I ­
295 CONTINUE
 
c CALCULATE ELECTRON TEMPERATURE
 
S=CT(TEO)
 
IF (S) 1011,1012,1013
 
C CALL SUBROUTINE TO SEARCH FOR RIGHT-HAND BOUNDARY USED IN RTMI 
1011 CALL TPOS(S,SI,XRI,XLI) 
CO TO 36 
.1012 TEN=TEO 
GO TO 37 
c CALL SUBROUTINE TO SEARCH FOR LEFT-HAND BOUNDARY USED IN RTNI 
1013 CALL TIIEG(S,SI,XRI,XLI) 
C CALL SUBROUTINE TO SOLVE ENERGY BALANCE 'EQUATION 
"36 CALL RTII(TEN,FFCT,.XLI,XI,I.,1000,IER) 
FN=p 
IERN=IER 
IF .(IER-2)37,1999;37 
C CHECK CONVERGENCE OF ENERGY BALANCE EQUATION 
37. IF((ABS(TEO-TEN)/TEO)-0.0001)710,710,700 
.700 TEO=TEN 
GO TO 200 
C CALCULATE ELECTRON DENSITY 
710 S=FCN(XNEO) 
IF(S)1001,1002,1003 
C CALL SUBROUTINE TO SEARCH FOR RIGHT-HAND BOUNDARY USED TN iT1 
IodI CALL NPOS(S,SI,XRI,XLI) 
GO-TO 56 
1002 XNEN=XNEO 
CO TO 57 
C CALL SUBROUTINE TO SEARCH FOR LEFT-HAND BOUNDARY USED IN RTNI 
1003 CALL NNE(S,S!,XRI,XLI)
 
C CALL SUBROUTINE TO SOLVE ELECTRON DENSITY COTINUITY EQUATION 
56 CALL RTNI(XNEN,F,FCN,XLI,XRI,I.,1000,IER)
 
55 
IF (IERN-2)57,1999,57
 
C CHECK CONVERGENCE Or ELECTRON DENSITY CONTINUITY EQUATION 
57 IF((ABS(XNEO-NEN)/XNEO),-O-ooo)465,465,460
 
460 XNEO=XNEN
 
GO TO 200
 
1999 WRITE(6,620)
 
465 IF (IFLAG)480,480,470
 
470 URITE(6,640)
 
C CALCULATE ION AND METASTABLE DENSITIES FROM SOLUTIONS FOR
 
C ELECTRON TENIPERATURE AND ELECTRON DENSITY
 
480 	ALF9=4.OE-20*(3OO./TEN)**4*XNEN+ .8E-10*(3OO./TEN)*P
 
ALFD=9.1E-7*(300./TEN)**.61
 
ALF12=7.OE-11*SQRT(TEN)
 
CI=SIGI3*FLX*3.55EI6*PH*FF/(78.*PH**2+SIGI*V*3.55E16*PA)
 
C2=.5*BI1/(78.DPH**2+SIGI*V*3.55EI6*PA)
 
C3=78*P1H**2/(B2*3.55EI6*PA+GAN*1.26025E33*PAPR+ALF9*XNEN)
 
C4=(SIGI*V*3.55EI6*PA+(B2+GAM*3.55EI6*PH)*3 .55EI 6*PA*C3)I(ALF9*XNE
 
-N+376.*PH*PA)
 
C5=SIG4*V*S3.55EI6*PA!(ALF9*XNEN+376.*PA*PH)
 
AAIO=B1I-(27.3*ALF9 PH*Pl4*B1*XNEN!(78*PH*PH1+3.55E-I*V*PA)/(ALF9*X
 
-NEN+2.2E-10*3.55EI6*PA+2.4E-29*1.26025E33*PH*PA))
 
BBI0=l.49E6*PA+ALF12*XNEN+.6*PHPH
 
CCIO=-SIG13*FLX*3.55E16*PH*FF!.56-(54.6*ALF9*PH*PH*SIG13*FLX*3.55E
 
-16*PH*FF*XNENI.(78*PH*PH+3.55E-kV*PrA)/(ALF9*XNEN+2.2E-10*3.55EI6*P
 
-A+2.4E-29*1.26025E33*PA*PH))
 
CI0=(-BBIO+SQRT(BB10**2-4*AAIO*Cd10))/2/AA10 "
 
490 IIE=CI+C2*CI1*CIO
 
HE2=C3* HE 
AR=C4*HE+C5*C1O 
FIT1IS=ALF9*AR*XEN/(2.,E- 9*3.55EI6*PA+( (ALF9*XNEN))) 
AR2=(2E-9*FINIS*355EI6*PA+376.*P?*PA*AR)/(ALFD*XNEN) 
XNE=AR+AR2+HE+HEE2
 
IF(ABS(XNE-XNEN)/XNEN-.01 )15,15,10
 
10 PH=PHI-(HE+HE2)/.3.55EI6
 
PA=PA I(AXRAlZ)/3.55E16
 
*XNE=XNEN 
CO TO20&
 
G" PRINTT RESULTS 
'15 	IIRITE(6,680)-

1RITE(6 500)PHl,PAI,PI
 
WRITE(6,550)CI0
 
WRITE(6,570)XNEN
 
VIRITE(6,590)TEN
 
WRITEC6,611) AR
 
.17RITE(6,610) AR2
 
IIRITE(6,613)1IE2
 
WRITE(6,614)HE
 
VRITE(6,570)XNE
 
- STOP
 
END
 
SUBROUTINE TPOS(S,S1,XRI,XLI) 
C THIS SUBROUTINE SEARCHES FOR THE RIGHT-HAND BOUNDARY USED 
56 
C BY RTHII IN SOLVING THE ENERGY BALA':CE EOUQTION.
 
C THE SEARCH IS PERFORMED BY INCREIIENTING THE ARCUIIEi!T OF
 
C TilE EXTERNAL FUNCTION FCT IN TE DIRECTION OF INCREASI1G VALUE
 
C OF TIE FUNCTION UNTIL A POSITIVE VALUE IS ENCOUNTERED. CONTROL
 
C IS THEN RETURNED TO THE NAIN PROGEAM.! 
COMMON DE(3) ,XNEOTEO,XAB(3),P,PA,P,V,SIG13,FLXEF,SIGI,BII,B2,CA 
-N, sIC4
 
11=0
 
31=0
 
* TE=I.01*TEO 
TEI=TEO
 
S=FCT(TEO)
 
SI=FCT(TE)
 
IF (SI)1004,1004,1028 
1004 IF (S-SI)I007,1005,1005 
997 TEI=TEO 
1005 TE=TEII.01 
S=FCT(TE) 
IF(S)io01 ,1001,1028 
1001 11=11+1 " 
IF (I1-800)1006,1006,1003 
1003 IF (31-800)999,999,1028 
1006 TEI=TE 
GO TO 1005 
999 TEI=TEO 
1007 TE=TEI*1.O1-
S=FCT(TE) 
IF(S)1-002,1002,1028 
.100-2 J1=Jl+l 
IF(J1-800)1008,.1008,1009 
1009 IF (11-800)997,997,1028 
1008 TEI=TE 
GO TO 1007 
: 0"2 .. XRI TE 
XLI=TEOG 
RETURN -
END-
SUBROUTINE TNEG(S,S-I ,XRI,XLI)
 
C THIS SUBROUTINE SEARCHES FOR THE LEFT-HAND BOUNDARY USED
 
C BY RTNI IN SOLVING THE ENERGY BALANCE EQUQTION.
 
C THE SEARCH IS PERFORM1ED BY INC.EMENTING THE ARGUMENT OF
 
C THE EXTERNAL FUNCTION FCT IN THE DIRECTION OF DECREASING VALUE
 
C OF THE FUNCTION UNTIL A NEGATIVE VALUE IS ENCOUNTERED. CONTROL
 
C IS THEN RETURNED TO THE ILAIN PROGRAM.
 
COMMON DE(3),XNEO,TEO,XAB(3),PH,PA,P,V,SI113,FLX,FF,SIGI,BI1 B2,GA
 
-N, SI04
 
-3J1=0 
11=0
 
TEl =TEO
 
TE=I.0I*TEO
 
S=FCT(TEO)
 
SI=FCT(TB)
 
57 
IF (S1)'1027,999,999 
999 IF (S-SI)1000,1000,l005 
998 TE1=TEO 
1000 TE=TEI/1.01" 
S=FCT(TE) 
IF (S)1027,1007,1007
 
1007 11=11+1
 
IF (ii-800)i001,1001,1002
 
1002 IF (J1-800)997,997,1027
 
1001 TEI=TE
 
GO TO 1000
 
997 TEI=TEO
 
100-5 TE=TEI*1.01
 
S=FCT( TE)
 
IF(S) 1027,1003,1003
 
1003 Jl=Jl+l
 
IF (JI-800)1006,1006,1004
 
1004 IF (11-800)9Y8,998,1027
 
1006 TEI=TE 
GO TO 1005 
1027 XLX=TEO 
XRI=TE 
.RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE NPOS(S,S1,XRI,XLI)
 
C. THiS SUBROUTINE SEARCHES FOR THE RIGHT-HAND BOUNDARY USED 
C BY RTNI IN SOLVING THE ELECTRON DENSITY CONTINUITY EQUQTION. 
C THE SEARCH IS PERFORMED BY INCRENENTING THE ARGUMENT OF 
C THE EXTERNAL FUNCTION FCN I; THE DIRECTION OF INCREASING VALUE 
C OF THE FUNCTION UNTIL A POSITIVE VALUE IS ENCOUNTERED. CONTROL 
C-IS THEN RETURNED TO THE MAIN PROGRAI. 
COMMON DE(3),XNEO,TEO,XAB(3),PH,PA,P,V,SIG13,FLX,FF,SIGI,B1i,B2 
-11=0
 
XNE-1NEO
 
S=FCN(XNEO)
 
S=FCN(XNE)
 
IF (SI)11,I'1,28
 
11 IF (S-SI)17,12,12­
7 XNEI=XNEO
 
12 XNE=XNE/1.01
 
"
 S=FCN(XNE)
 
IF(S)10,10,28
 
16 I1,I1+1
 
IF (11-1000)13,13,8
 
8 IF(J1-1000)6,6,28
 
13 XNEI=XNE
 
GO TO 12
 
6 XNEI=XNEO
 
17 XNE=XNEI*1.01
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S=FCN(XKE) 
IF(S)16,16,28 
16 JI=J1+1 
IF (J1-1000)18,18,19 
19 IF(II-1000)7,7,28 
18 XNEl=XNE 
GO TO 17 
28 XRI=XNE 
XLI=XNEO 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE NNEC(S,SI,XRI,XLI)
 
C THIS SUBROUTINE SEARCHES FOR THE LEFT-HAND BOUNDARY USED
 
C BY RTMI IN SOLVING THE ELECTRON DENSITY CONTINUITY EQUQTIONP
 
C THE SEARCH* IS PERFORMED BY INCREMENTING THE ARCU [ENT OF 
C THE EXTERNAL FUNCTION FCT IN THE DIRECTION OF DECREASING VALUE 
C OF THE FUNCTION UNTIL A NEGATIVE VALUE IS ENCOUNTERED. CONTROL 
C IS THEN RETURNED TO THE 1IAIN PROGRAM. 
COMMON DE(3),XNEO,TEO,XAB(3),PH,PA,P,V,SIG13,FLX,FF,SIGI,BII,B2,CA
 
-1,SIG4 
Jl=0 
11=0
 
XNE=1.01*XNEO
 
XNEI=XNEO
 
S=FCN(XNEO).
 
SI=FCN(XNE)
 
IF (SI)27,9,9
 
9 IF (S-sl)l1o10,15
 
7 XNEI=XNEO
 
10 XNE=XNEI/1.01
 
S=FCN(XNE)
 
IF,(S)27,14,14
 
14 11=11+1
 
IF (IIOQO}1iiI,13­
13 IF(JI-1000)88,27
 
11 XNEI=XNE
 
12 -Go To 10
 
& XNEI=XNEO
 
15 XNE=XNE*1.O1
S=FCN(XNE) 
IF (S)27,18,18
 
18 Jl=Jl+1
 
IF (Ji-000)16,16,17
 
17 "IF(II-1000)7,7,27
 
16 XNEI=XNE
 
GO TO 15 
27 XRI=XNE 
XLI=XNEO 
RETURN 
END
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FUNCTION FCT(TEN)
 
C EXTERNAL FUNCTION USED BY RTIi IN SOLVING ENERGY BALANCE 
C EQUATION 
COM ION DE(3),XNEO,TEO,XAB(3) PH,PA,?,V,SIG]3,FLX,FF,SIGI ,BlI, J32,GA 
-1,SI4 
ALFD=9.IE-7*(3OO./TEN)A*.61
ALF 9=4.0OE-20* (300. /TEN) **-4*XNEO+l .87-lO* (3 00. /TEN) *P 
ALF12=7.OE-11*SQRT(TEN)
 
AAIO=BII-(27.3*ALF9*P*FPN*BII*XNEO!(78*P*PI-f+3.55E-I*V*PA)/(ALFS*X

-NEO+2.2E-10*3.55EI6*PA+2.4E-29-*.I.26025IE33*PE *PA)) 
BBIO=1.491E6*PA+ALF12*XNEO+.6*PH*PI
 
CCIO=-SIG13*FLX:3.55EI6*P1I*FF/.56-(54.6*ALF9*PH*PII*SIG13*FLX*3.55E
 
-16*PH*FF*XNEO/(78*PR*PH+3,55E-I*V*PA)/(ALF9*XNEO+2.2E-1O*3.55EI6*P
 
CClO=-SIG3*FLX*3.55EI6*PE*FF/.56-(54.6*ALF9*PH*P]1*SIGI3*FLX*3.55E
 
-A+2.4E-29*I.26025E33*PA*P))
 
CIO=(-BBIO+SQRT(BBIO**2-4*AAIO*CCIO))/2/AAIO
 
XXX=S1013*FLX*FF*3.55EI6*PH*DE(1)-I.74E-17.*ABS(TEN-300.)*SQRT(TEN)
 
-*3.55EI6*P*XNEO+9E-10*CIO**2*DE(2)+7E-11k*DE(3)*CIO*XNEO*SQRT(TEN)
 
FCT=XXX/I.EI5
 
RETURN
 
END
 
FUNCTION FCN(XNEN)
 
C EXTERNAL FUNCTION USED BY RTIJI IN SOLVING ELECTRON DENSITY
 
C CONTINUITY EQUATION
 
COflION DE(3),XNEO,TEO,XAB(3),PH,PA,P,V,SIC13,FLX,FF,SIGI,BII,B2,GA

-ri, SIG4 
ALFD=9.IE-7*(300./TEO)**.61
 
ALF9=4.OE-20*(300./TEO)**4*XNEN+1.SE-0*(300./TEO)*P
 
ALFI2=7.OE-11*SQRT(TEO)
 
CI=SIGI3*FLX*3.55EI6*PHFF/(78.*PH**2+SIG1V*3.55EI6*PA)
 
C2=.5*B11/(78.*PH**2+SIGl*V*3 .55E]6*?A)
 
C3=78*p?**2/(B2*3.55EI6*PA+CA!*1.26O25E33*PA*PB+ALF9*XNEN)
 
C4=(SiGI*V*3.55EI6*PA+(B2+GA *3.55E!6*PFH)*3.55EI6-PA-C3)/CALF9*XNE
 
AN+376"*PPH*PA)
 
-C5=SIG4*V*3.55E6*PA/(ALF9*XNEN+376.$-A*P
1)
 
AAIO=BII-27.3*ALF9*PH*PFI*BII*XNENI/(78*PH*PH+3.55E-4*V*PA)!(ALFS*X

-NEN+2-2EIO 3.55EI6.PA+2.4E_29*l.26025E33.-PH.PA))
 
BBIO=1.491E6*PA ALF12*XNEN+.6*PH*PH
 
SCCI0O=-SIG13*FLX*3.55EI6*PH*FF/.56-(54.6*ALF9*PI*PH*SIG13 FLX*3.55E
 
-16*PH*FF*XNEN/(78*PH*PH+3.55E-I*V*PA)/(ALF*XNEN+2.2E-jO*3-55EI6*P
 
-jA+2.4E-29*I.26025E33*PA*Pl))
 
CIO=(-BIO+SQRT(BBIO**2-4*AAIO*CC10))12/AAIO
 
-A+2.4E-29* .26025E33*FA*PH))
 
HEI=CI+C2*CIO*CIO
 
HEII=C3* HEl 
ARI=C4*HEI+C5*C10
 
ARX=ALF9*ARI*XNEN/(2.E-93.55EI6*PA+( (ALF9*XNEN)))
 
ARII=(2.E-9*ARX*3.55EI6*PA+376.*P[*PA*ARI)/(ALFD*XNEN)
 
YYY=JIEI+}IEII+ARIARII-XNEN 
FCN=YYY/I.E15
 
RETURN
 
END 
oGIDNOL PAGE r 
flf P60R -QUALMY 
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